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Abstract
Within the last decades, under the continuous advancement of human commercial civilization, the tide of economic globalization has swept through
every corner of the world. Accounting, as a precise “business language”, is in
the context of cultural, linguistic and social systems. The disclosure and communication of business information plays a crucial role and is increasingly
valued by people from all walks of life. The financial statements, as a major
carrier to reflect the financial position, business activities and cash flow of the
enterprise, are also affecting the interests of all parties and bearing the extraordinary significance (Berger et al., 2015: p. 2286). Because of this, how to
analyze and interpret financial statements has become a topic that needs to be
continuously researched and explored in the new century. According to Shopify (2019), financial statements are defined as the accounting form of reflecting on an overall picture of the health of a business, including cash flow
statement, the income statement and the balance sheet of the business. It can
provide financial position performance and changes for a corporation. Investors or financial workers can uncover financial risk factors from qualitative
textual risk disclosures reported in financial statements, especially bank risks.
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1. Introduction
Bank risk is defined as a type of business risk which results in the possibility of
suffering losses of economy, assets or income due to the influence of uncertainty
factors during the process of commercial bank operation, including credit risk,
market risk, liquidity risk, legal risk, management risk, interest rate risk and exchange rate risk (Wei et al., 2019: p. 10). In addition, the financial position of
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bank can reflect the situation of global financial market, which could perform in
financial crisis or avoid financial crisis. For example, when a financial crisis is
coming, depositors who placed more importance on deposit security could increase a large number of deposits into a bank. However, due financial crisis, the
production invested in other industry suffers severe loss or is in the red, resulting in substantial bad debts so that the bank is insolvent, such as Washington
Mutual and Lehman Brothers bank (Langer et al., 2014: p. 524). Also, the financial position of bank and trend of depositor can be reflected in financial statements. Hence, analyzing financial statement to obtain a situation of asset and
liabilities is becoming increasingly crucial for a banker.
According to Penman (2012), financial statement analysis and evaluation was
first created by American banker Alexander Wall. High significant amount of
data volume in financial statements so that financial statements of a commercial
bank are usually up to hundreds of papers. For example, the cash flow statement
from financial statements can reflect on the bills and purchase stock in order to
determine if the business is able to repay loans (Green, 2013: p. 6). Also, it also
can provide information about the profit and problems for a business. The income statement, which represents the income, expenses, net profit and earnings
per share for one year or quarter, is based on the accounting formula “profit =
revenue − cost.” (Sasmaz, 2015). Through the analysis of the income statement,
we can assess the completion of the company’s profits, understand the profitability of the company and the changes in profit and loss, so as to predict the future business profits of the company. El Fayoumi (2018) shows that the balance
sheet is an accounting statement that reflects the financial status of a company
on a specific date. The assets owned by the company and the company’s arrears
to external creditors and the arrears of internal creditors constitute a balance,
based on the equation “assets = liabilities + owner’s equity.” The left side of the
balance sheet reflects the financial status of the enterprise, and the assets are
listed in terms of their liquidity from large to small; the right side demonstrates
the debt and shareholder equity of the enterprise, indicating the proportion of
the source of funds between the creditor and the business owner (Barnes &
Warman, 2000). It provides financial information such as the company’s asset
structure, asset liquidity, source of funds, debt level, and liability structure. Thus,
according to financial tools to analyze each part of financial statements is useful
for avoiding financial risks.
Hence, this essay aims to analyze how effectively to use financial statement
and how useful it is for a bank. For showing results clearly, this essay takes Bank
of America as a case to analyze the relationship between risks and financial
statements. This bank resisted the 2008 financial crisis and buy Merrill Lynch
and Countrywide Financial Corp. After that, Bank of America takes control of
the largest stockbroker team and one of the largest commercial banks in the US.
Therefore, this bank holds a high risk avoidance, which is a good example as a
case of this essay to analyze. In addition, financial statements can reflect much
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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other information, such as solvency, profitability, return on net assets and operation ability. China Bank of Communications, as one of the oldest banks in
China, profits continuously for more than ten years. However, profitability is
declining. Asset utilization keeps increasing. Hence, this is a good case to analyze
multi-faceted ability according to analyze financial statements. In Section 2, it
will demonstrate three main parts of financial statements and evaluate the function and reliability of them reflecting on asset and liability structure positively,
which could have different effects for a bank to understand financial situation.
Section 3 describes various methods used in the practice of financial statements
analysis and the advantages and disadvantages of different methods. In Section
4, it will analyze the importance of financial statements for a bank and how to
avoid risk depending on the information what be uncovered from financial
statements.

2. Composition of Financial Statements
2.1. Cash Flow Statement
2.1.1. The Definition of Cash Flow Statement
According to Green (2013: p. 2), the cash flow statement can reflect the inflow
and outflow of cash and cash equivalents of an organization during a certain accounting period. It can help users to understand and evaluate the profitability of
a bank even predict the future cash flow of the company (Green, 2013: p. 4).
2.1.2. Structure of Cash Flow Statement
As Figure 1 about the cash flow of bank of America shows, it explains the asset
and liability items in 2017, which can help the bank to analyze the information
about the balance of operating, investment and financial activities. For example,
net cash provided by operating activities is 10.40 billion dollars, which indicates
cash inflow is more than cash outflow in 2017 and bring enough net cash flow
for this bank to operate. In contrast, negative net cash flow can speculate that
this bank has some problems in operating or managing. Because what commercial bank operate is currency, this operating activities mainly refer to Proceeds
from sales and paydowns of loans originally classified as held-for-sale and deposits (Wagner, 2019). In addition, net cash flow used in investing activities is −52
billion dollars, which means bank of America is expanding capital and assets.
Another important part in cash flow statement is net cash provided by financing
activities which gets up to 49.19 billion dollars in this table. According to Li et
al., (2017: p. 686), this means that this bank has external debt or equity capital
inflow. This type of inflow may be because that the magnifying effect of the
bank’s financial leverage through borrowing, which is what financial managers
want (Li et al., 2017: p. 687).

2.2. Income Statement
2.2.1. The Definition of Income Statement
Another crucial part in financial statements is income statement. Generally,
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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Figure 1. Cash flow statement. (Source from: Financial report of Bank of American in 2017).
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income statement provides company with the situation of earning which can
help company understand the profitability and the return to equity holders, including gross profit, operation profit and profit before taxation (Subramanyam,
2009: p. 22). Different profit can reflect different financial function. Specifically,
gross profit, also called gross margin, is that sales minus cost of sales, which can
show the profit situation of the main business items. Operation profit refers to a
type of profit which is the retention of the company after paying the income tax
in the total profit (Brown, 2012: p. 1002). It usually is used as the difference between sales and all operating costs and expenses. In addition, profit before taxation, as the name implies, is the taxable profit before the enterprise pays the income tax, which is usually from continuing operations before paying tax for
government (Sasmaz, 2015: p. 190).
2.2.2. Structure of Income Statement
However, for bank, interest earned, net interest income, non-interest income
and net income are the most common description (Wagner, 2019). For example,
Figure 2 shows total interest income of bank of America in 2017, the green line,
got up to 57.5 billion dollars which is from loans, investments and cash positions. In addition, net interest income was 44.6 billion dollars, which mainly includes the spread between interest earned from loans and the interest paid out to
depositors. For protecting bank from any negative moves in yield, earning income from non-interest rate related products is an excellent way for bank to gain
more profit. As the table shows, bank of America totaled 42.6 billion dollars for
non-interest income in 2017. According to Wagner (2019), this includes bank
account and service fees, trust income, loan and mortgage fees, brokerage fees
and wealth management services income, and income from trading operations.
Net income, also called net profit, is 18.2 billion dollars for 2017.
Because of different operation, revenue for bank has great difference with company, like private limited company (Breuer et al., 2010: p. 706). According to
Breuer et al., (2010: p. 707), the total of the net-interest income and non-interest
income is crucial profit, usually using it to calculate revenue for bank. Due to
total interest income includes expenses, revenue number can be inflated when
calculating. In addition, some bank activities may be affected due to changes in
interest rates. The rising of interest rate, for instance, can typically cause the declines of the volume of residential mortgage loan originations. Moreover, slower
payments can occur on mortgage-servicing pools when interest rate rises, which
is because borrowers have less likely to refinance (Breuer et al., 2010: p. 706).
Hence, this table shows bank of America has a balanced revenue which comes
mostly from fee income and mortgage servicing-related businesses. According to
this analysis, these types of income can help bank to increase and keep stable
finance to decline risk when moderately rising interest rates. Besides, another
benefit for bank is that more interest income on variable-rate loans can be earned
by bank when interest rate rises (Grundke, 2009: p. 216). It is because that bank
can increase the rate what they charge borrowers like credit cards. Unfortunately,
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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Figure 2. Income statement. (Source from: Financial report of Bank of American in 2017).
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over high interest rate can decline the demand of credit and lead to the decreasing of economic profit so that bank get less net income (Wagner, 2019).

2.3. Balance Sheet
2.3.1. The Definition of Balance Sheet
A balance sheet is a statement that reflects a company’s financial position on a
particular date. Subramanyam (2014: p. 20) states that by providing a balance
sheet, it can reflect the liability and assets and help the financial statement users
to understand the financial position of a bank.
2.3.2. Structure of Balance Sheet
Assets listed in the balance sheet is a type of capital controlled by a bank during
a period of trade and that are expected to bring economic benefits to the business, including current asset and non-current asset (Li et al., 2017: p. 673). In
addition, liability listed in the balance sheet is another important part, which reflects the current obligations of a bank during a tradecycle. Liabilities should be
presented in the balance sheet in terms of current liabilities and non-current liabilities (El Fayoumi, 2018: p. 113).
According to analyze balance sheet of a bank, it is very clear for manager and
bank investor to understand the financial position and capital of bank, which
can help bank investor to make investing decision (El Fayoumi, 2018: p. 120).
For example, as the Figure 3 about the balance sheet of bank of America, cash
and cash equivalents which stands for deposit can help managers and analysist
to decide that whether increase dividend or not. Also, the largest responsibility
for the bank is to ensure the safety of deposit and help depositor to manage
property, including money-market accounts, savings, and checking accounts,
which can affect the ability of bank to lend (Berger et al., 2015: p. 2289). This can
lead to lower loan growth even have more liabilities from interbank to meet loan
demand when lack of deposit.

2.4. Statement of Change in Equity
2.4.1. The Definition of Statement of Change in Equity
Statement of change in equity refers to a statement reflecting changes in the
current period of each component that constitutes the shareholder’s equity.
Valand (2011: p. 9) describes that it can explain that shareholder’s equity could
change follow the profit and loss of the business operation within a period of
time, which is the most important information about whether management is
fair to shareholders.
2.4.2. Structure of Statement of Change in Equity
For indicating the current period of changes in the components that constitute
the owner’s equity clearly, it is usually lists in the form of a matrix (Li et al.,
2017: p. 683). On one hand, it lists a transaction or event that causes a change in
owner’s equity, which is a comprehensive reflection of changes in shareholder’s
equity over a period of time from the source of changes in shareholder’s equity.
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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Figure 3. Balance sheet. (Source from: Financial report of Bank of American in 2017).
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On the other hand, it lists the effects of a transaction or event on the shareholder’s equity based on the components of the shareholder’s equity and their total
amount.

3. Methods of Financial Statement Analysis
There are lots of analysis methods for financial statements. On one hand, for
analysing corporation value by using financial statements, for instance, financial
worker can expound the relationship between financial statements and corporate
value to predicting the future value of enterprises (Penman, 2012). On the other
hand, investor can use financial statement framework or build structures by using financial statements data to achieve strategy investment (Valand, 2011). Besides these, from the perspective of financial statement analysis methods, the
methods used in the practice of financial analysis are mainly comparative analysis, time series analysis, ratio analysis, and empirical analysis. However, the current theoretical system has also continually revised and developed these methods. For example, the traditional ratio analysis formula is too simple, which
restricts the practicability of the analysis, thus introducing a more complex mathematical analysis method (Penman, 2012). In order to solve liquidity problems
of management for a corporation and make decisions, fuzzy set theory is also introduced in the ratio analysis method.

4. Analysis of Bank Risks Based on Financial Statements
High-leveraged business is the most significant feature of bank, including deposit and loan. This means bank industry has to face different type of financial
risks which are mainly interest rate risk, credit risk and operating risk. According to Li et al., (2017: p. 686), regulators take the responsibility for bank to check
minimal capital to help ensure the capability for risk-bearing and solvency of
bank. For example, in the US, the Federal Reserve System (FRS), the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Office of Thrift Supervision, and the
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency focus on checking and dictate annual
financial statement of each bank to insure operating and leverage-bearing compliance which can keep bank be sound and integrity (Krause et al., 2017: p. 118).

4.1. Bank Risks Factors Related to Financial Statements
A significant benefit of financial statements is that it can reflect many financial
risks and provide a warning for bank to avoid risks, such as credit risk and interest rate risk. Credit capital business is the most crucial and traditional business for bank, which holds very high percentage of total asset in financial statement and is bank primary source of income (Wei et al., 2019: p. 26). Meanwhile,
credit assets face unavoidable risk. This is highest frequency risk and biggest influence business. Once bank suffers credit risk, profit of bank will be influenced
seriously even affecting the stability of local economic, such as Lehman brothers
bank. Hence, analyzing financial statement to discover uncover credit risk effecDOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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tively is very crucial for bank to manage credit assets. According to Blankespoor
et al., (2011: p. 1151), the ability of leverage and credit risk have a strong relationship, which means that leverage can reflect credit risk of bank industry well.
Specifically, higher leverage brings higher credit risk. For example, Blankespoor
et al., (2011: p. 1143) shows the relationship between leverage and credit risk of
46 bank holding companies in 80393 trading days (Figure 4). This result explains that they have positive relationship. According fair value calculate method, when leverage measures is 13.69, credit risk is 0.66%. With the increasing
of leverage measures, the credit risk also rises.
In addition, loan is a type of bank business which mostly cause credit risk.
Default result in bank can not get any potential interest earned and the principal
in order to have an influence on debt paying ability of bank even operating (Wei
et al., 2019: p. 36). Hence, allowance for loan and lease losses is very necessary
for bank to avoid credit risk. Actually, this type of allowance is a good financial
tool of capital for bank to absorb estimated loan losses, which should keep to have
the ability to absorb and bear the estimated amount of probable losses due default (Wei et al., 2019: p. 36). For example, as the Figure 2 of income statement of
bank of America shows, this bank provides 3.4 billion dollars for the allowance

Figure 4. Descriptive statistics for bond yield test sample. (Source from: Yahoo Finance).
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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for loan and leases. On one hand, the provision for loan and leases is complex
judgment, which should be decided by managers. Also, according to income
statement of bank of America, the loans and leases has the possibility to affect
income and profit of the bank even reducing profit. Hence, managers of bank
take the responsibility of evaluating and calculating the most appropriate loss to
reserve accurately (Wagner, 2019). On the other hand, increasing or decreasing
of loans and leases is a very important factor for bank manager to expect the
problem loans (Bellini, 2013: p. 390). Specifically, when the loans and leases decrease, reliable loans will arise. Conversely, uptrend of the loans and leases
means that bank is holding more problem loans and more credit risk. An increasing number of loans and leases will cause that bank can not afford own debt
and liquidity risk (Li et al., 2017: p. 677). Hence, it is very important and useful
for bank to analyze income statement to find and avoid credit risk.
Another nonnegligible risk which reflects in financial statement for bank is
interest rate risk. Difference between lending at interest rates and the rates paid
to depositors can cause interest rate risk due to the spread between interest paid
on deposits and received on loans over time (Wagner, 2019). Typically, deposits
belong to a type of short-term investment. This means that it can adapt to current interest rate faster (Langer et al., 2014: p. 526). According to Langer et al.,
(2014: p. 526), along with the increasing of interest rate, bank can increase the
rate on variable-rate loans and new fixed-rate loans. Nevertheless, the rate of
deposit has great difference with the long-term rates when long term rates are
used to price loan rates. Specifically, the increasing of long-term rates have no
influence on deposit rate (Wagner, 2019). Therefore, when interest rate increases, bank can make more interest profit. In contrast, as the decreasing of interest
rate, bank has more possibility to face interest rate risk due to interest profit declines. Langer et al., (2014: p. 529) point put that bank usually increases the fee
income of products and services to avoid interest rate risk. The reason is that the
increasing of this type of income can reduce the reliant on the interest income of
loans in order to decline interest rate risk.
Besides that, bank stock returns have a negative relationship with changes in
interest rates (Fraser et al., 2002: p. 366). According to Fraser et al., (2002: p.
366), bank interest rate risk has an inseparable relationship with basic assets and
liability reflecting in financial statement. Usually, more equity capital what bank
owns means less interest rate risk, which includes loan and demand deposit to
expand assets. Hence, observing and analyzing the characteristics of bank financial statement can help bank manager to manage risk exposure.

4.2. Analysis of Solvency
Solvency refers to the ability of bank to pay debts which includes principal and
interest (Kashif et al., 2016: p. 2). The ability to pay debts on time is an important indicator of the financial position of a bank. According to Kashif et al.,
(2016: p. 2), by analyzing solvency, the ability of operating a business and avoid
DOI: 10.4236/ajibm.2020.108098
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risk can be demonstrated and help predict the future profit of bank. solvency of
bank includes both short-term solvency and long-term solvency.
Analysis of Short-Term Solvency
A significant benefit of financial statements is that it can reflect short-term solvency for banks to understand guarantee of repayment of current liabilities. According to Kashif et al., (2016: p. 3), short-term solvency is a type of the degree
of guarantee that a bank repays current liabilities on time and reflect the ability
of a bank to repay currentliability with current assets. Generally, financial workers of abankuse it to checkthe ability of repaying daily debts and measure the
current financial capabilities of a bank. It is an essential indicator for bank to
understand the liquidity of liquid assets. According to calculate current ratio,
quick ratio, and cash flow liabilities, financial workers can understand shortterm solvency. For example, this Table 1 shows the current ratio of China Bank
of Communications.
Hence, according to the analysis results, China Bank of Communications’
current ratio has remained above 1 in recent years. Since there is no inventory in
the banking industry, the current ratio can be regarded as the quick ratio, which
means that the bank’s current assets are sufficient to repay the enterprise (Wei et
al., 2019: p. 45). China Bank of Communications has excellent short-term solvency. The current ratio increased from 1.03 in 2010 to 1.34 in 2012 (Figure 5).
The short-term solvency of China Bank of Communications has improved, indicating that China Bank of Communications has maintained good liquidity in
the face of stable financial markets. Therefore, this means that China Bank of
Communications has less possibility to face liquid risk and more investment
chances for investors.
Table 1. Current ratio of China Bank of Communications.
Years

2012

2011

2010

Current ratio

1.3360646

1.2294183

1.0379181

Current ratio
1.6
1.4
1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
2010

2011

2012

Current ratio

Figure 5. Current ratio.
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4.3. Analysis of Profitability
Profit is the purpose and motivation of a bank’s survival and development.
Krause et al., (2017: p. 119) describes that profitability refers to the bank’s ability
to earn profits and is related to the ultimate realization of the interests of the
various groups of the bank. The financial indicators for evaluating the bank’s
profitability mainly include return on net assets, return on total assets, net assets
per share, earnings per share, and net income from operating income.
4.3.1. Return on Net Assets
It is widely accepted that investors and managers can understand return on net
assets for financial statements to evaluate the value of a bank. Return on net assets refers to the percentage of net profit and average net assets of a company
over a certain period of time. The return on net assets can also be called the return on equity, the rate of return on equity. Reflect the compensation received
by shareholders for their rights and interests (Grundke, 2009: p. 211). The higher
the indicator, the higher the income from the owner’s investment and the stronger
the profitability of the company’s capital; on the contrary, the weaker the profitability of the company’s capital. For example, this Table 2 shows the return on
net assets of China Bank of Communications.
As can be seen from the Figure 6, China Bank of Communications’ ROE declined in 2010-2012, which led investors to not be optimistic about the company’s future development prospects (Wei et al., 2019: p. 45). This could cause less
investors to further investment. Hence, this means that profitability is declining
so that this bank has more possibility to face competitive risk, which leads to
more customers leaving.
Table 2. Return on net assets of China Bank of Communications.
Years

2012

2011

2010

Return on net assets

15.36%

18.67%

15.36%

Return on net assets

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
2010

2011

2012

Return on net assets

Figure 6. Return on net assets.
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4.3.2. Earnings per Share
Many shareholders and investors evaluate income and earnings per share according to analyze financial statements. Earnings per share refers to the corporate profits or corporate losses that each ordinary shareholder can enjoy for each
share, reflecting the operating results of listed companies (Li et al., 2017: p. 656).
It is an important basis for investor and manager of a bank to measure and evaluate the profitability and investment risks evenpredict the growth potential of
the company and make some important financial indicatorrelated to business
decisions. It reflects the level of profit per share of ordinary shares. The higher
the earnings per share, the higher the net income per share (Bellini, 2013: p.
391). For example, Table 3 shows the earnings per share of China Bank of
Communications.
As can be seen from the Figure 7, China Bank of Communications’ earnings
per share continued to grow in 2010-2012, indicating that the average income
level of Bank of Communications shareholders increased (Wei et al., 2019: p.
46). Hence, this is a good reference for stockholder to provide additional investment. In contrast, if earnings per share keep declining, stockholder should
consider to reducing shareholding and bank managers should check facing operational risk or not.

4.4. Analysis of Operation Ability
Current Asset Turnover
Another significant benefit of financial statements is that current asset turnover
can be calculated to show the capital utilization. The current asset turnover refers to the ratio of the operating income of a bank to the average balance of
Table 3. Earnings per share of China Bank of Communications.
Years

2012

2011

2010

Earnings per share

0.88

0.82

0.66

Earnings per share

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
2010

2011

2012

Earnings per share

Figure 7. Earnings per share.
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current assets in a certain period of time, or the number of turnovers of current
assets. Bellini (2013: p. 389) supports the view that current asset turnover rate
expressed in terms of time is the current asset turnover days reflecting the turnover rate of liquid assets, used to measure the efficiency of the use of liquid assets. The faster the index turns, the more economic assets will be saved, which is
equivalent to the relative expansion of asset investment, which increases the
profitability of the bank, indicating that the capital utilization effect is better
(Artis & Hoffmann, 2008: p. 461). Conversely, the need to supplement the current assets to participate in the turnover will result in waste of funds and reduce
the profit of the enterprise ability. For example, Table 4 shows the current assets
turnover of China Bank of Communications.
It can be seen from the Figure 8 that the current asset turnover rate of China
Bank of Communications in 2010-2012 has decreased year by year, indicating
that China Bank of Communications’ current assets need to be further improved
in terms of utilization efficiency (Wei et al., 2019: p. 46). Unfortunately, this
could lead to the waste of funds and reduce the profitability. Hence, bank managers should supplement the current assets in case of liquid risk.

5. Conclusion
In conclusion, this essay analyzes the function of financial statements for a bank
to use it as operation guideline and explain how useful for a bank to invest and
avoid risks. Different parts of financial statement contribute unique use value for
bank. Specifically, to understand the solvency, financial workers in a bank can
analyze cash flow statement to check the operation position and profit of a bank,
Table 4. Current assets turnover of China Bank of Communications.
Years

2012

2011

2010

Current assets turnover

0.15

0.16

0.17

Current assets turnover
0.175
0.17
0.165
0.16
0.155
0.15
0.145
0.14
2010

2011

2012

Current assets turnover

Figure 8. Current assets turnover.
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which shows different activities have different effects on bank investing. This can
help managers of bank to find problems in operation and management. For example, if cash flow of a bank shows negative net cash flow, this can speculate
that this bank has some problems in operating or managing. Excessive liability
may cause this situation, which means that bank may be facing liquid risk.
Income statement can reflect the profitability of a bank helping bank to predict the future profit. It also provides a reference for manager and investor to
understand the operating results and investment efficiency. In addition, it can
reflect that profit distribution and profit growth is reasonable or not. If growth
ratio between two business cycles is too much different, this bank is facing management risk. If profit distribution between deposit and loan has a large difference, this bank has more possibility to face interest rate risk.
In addition, it is very important and useful for bank to find and avoid credit
risk. Hence, allowance for loan and lease losses is very necessary for bank to
avoid credit risk, which can help bank relieve stress when problem loan increasing. Balance sheet can show asset and liability. According to calculate, managers
can understand current asset turnover and return on net asset to analyze financial position of bank. If deposit in balance sheet is too less, loan ability of a bank
will be affected. This situation will cause that lower loan growth even more liabilities.
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